DATA SCIENCE WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS WITH QUANTUM IN MIND
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BUSINESS GROWTH THROUGH DATA SCIENCE WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

We believe that competitive advantage exists at the intersection of data science, technology, people, and deep business expertise.
We build solutions to radically transform the business performance: unleashing the power of large and complex data sets, fostering a culture of
innovation and operating in a startup spirit.
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400.000x
faster runtime

faster runtime

We helped a large retail bank with
their compliance (fraud detection)
models to realize better ﬂagging
of suspicious transactions using
machine learning.

Proof-of-concept and prototype of
sensitivity analysis of a risk model
using quantum algorithms.

Study of the stability of the
european banking system and
evaluation of risk concerning the
Single Resolution Fund with
Monte Carlo methods using
cloud computing.

red ﬂags
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20x

BUSINESS GROWTH THROUGH DATA ANALYTICS WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

We believe that competitive advantage exists at the intersection of data science, technology, people, and deep business expertise.
We build solutions to radically transform the business performance: unleashing the power of large and complex data sets, fostering a culture of
innovation and operating in a startup spirit.

DATA ANALYTICS

AI/ML Analytics

Cloud Computing

Quantum Technologies

We develop unique solutions using
latest machine learning techniques to
solve prevalent bottlenecks in
workﬂows and models.

"Burst to cloud" when existing
resources spike. We use hybrid
infrastructure to allow easy burst to
cloud scenarios as the cloud-based
computing grid is a simple extension
of the existing architecture.

As technology develops, we believe
applications should scale alongside
and not be re-thought with every
progress step. We identify problems
within industry that are well-suited to
beneﬁt from quantum technologies.
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WHAT WE DO: APPLIED DATA SCIENCE WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

We can help you apply data analytics in your
organization to grow, protect and optimize your
business by harnessing the latest technologies.

To introduce data-based business
decision-making, visually compelling reporting,
and interactive analytics, we implement and
customize data visualization solutions and
components.

Our Service Approach:
During our projects, we leverage our analytical, quantitative, and technological understanding, from mathematical
modelling to Big Data analysis using novel methods, like AI/ML* and Quantum Computing**.
Phase 1) Envision

→ Rapid sprint to set goals and milestones to identify game-changing sources of value hidden in
large and complex data

Phase 2) Prototyping & MVP

→ Build customized Proof of Concept to validate business case and feasibility
→ Launch MVP and improve in agile sprints

Phase 3) Scale

→ Scale across the organization and continuously improve the models and integration
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* artiﬁcial intelligence / machine learning / statistical methods
** gate-based algorithms, quantum annealing, quantum-inspired

CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES OPEN THE PATH FOR COST REDUCTION AND EFFICIENCY GAINS

Infrastructure example

Cloud Advantages

Cloud Scheduler

Scalability
Scale up and down infrastructure
needs depending on calculation
workload demands.

CPU
MULTITHREADED

On-Premise Solution

Efficiency

FPGA
ACCELERATED

On Premise Solutions
for continuous usage
applications.

Take advantage of automation,
templated
conﬁgurations,
and
preemptible compute instances, to
increase agility while saving money.

QPU
ACCELERATED

exemplary hosted on

Performance

Access
high-performance
infrastructure and special purpose
computation devices on demand, that
may help you conduct large-scale
calculations.

GPU
ACCELERATED

Intelligent mechanism
that automatically sends
the computation to the
cloud, when peak load is
reached.

user

batch run
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QUANTUM COMPUTING 101

Quantum computing allows a new approach to process information that could speed up certain
tasks millions of times over and open new algorithmic possibilities.
For example reduce computation runtime from years to seconds.

Quantum computing augments subroutines of classical algorithms that can be efficiently run on
quantum computers, such as sampling and optimization, to tackle speciﬁc business problems.
Quantum algorithms will make intractable problems possible to solve.

BCG estimates that quantum computing could create value of $450 billion to $850 billion in the
next 15 to 30 years. Value of $5 billion to $10 billion could start accruing to users and providers as
soon as the next three to ﬁve years. *
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* https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/building-quantum-advantage

JoS QUANTUMs interdisciplinary team of physicists and computer scientists is trained in top-tier science and
engineering universities and enables quantum applications for the real world by bridging the gap between software
engineering and quantum computing - MANAGEMENT TEAM
Markus C Braun

Sven Kerstan

Markus is Co-CEO of JoS QUANTUM. Before that, he
worked for Deutsche Bank and as a consultant for various
ﬁnancial institutions. He implemented various quantitative
models for fraud detection and risk modelling. Markus
studied mathematical physics in Magdeburg, Tokyo and
Taipei.

Sven joined JoS QUANTUM in 2019. He has more than ten years of
experience in trading and risk management. Most of that time he spent on
the trading ﬂoor of a large proprietary trading company where, as Head of
Research, he was in charge of all quantitative models and algorithms for
trading and built up and managed a team of quants. Before that, he did Part
III maths at the University of Cambridge, a PhD in theoretical physics at
King’s College, London, and a postdoc at the Center for Theoretical Physics
in Groningen.

Niklas Hegemann

Thomas Decker

Niklas is is Co-CEO of JoS QUANTUM. Before that, he
worked as a management consultant in diﬀerent business
and technical areas focusing on software integration and
ﬁnancial services. He was responsible for several big
projects mostly in the ﬁeld of trading and risk management.
Niklas worked at the German electron-synchrotron DESY
where he used Monte Carlo simulation methods to validate
high energy experiments. He received his degree
(Dipl.-Phys.) and economics in 2011 from University of
Hamburg.

Thomas joined JoS QUANTUM in 2019. Before he worked as a software
developer for a high-performance database company where he was
responsible for the optimization algorithms. He held postdoctoral research
positions at the University of Washington in Seattle, at McGill University in
Montreal and at the Centre for Quantum Technologies in Singapore. His
research is focused on the design and analysis of quantum algorithms and
on quantum information theory. He received his Diplom degree in computer
science in 2002 and his Dr.rer.nat. degree with specialization in quantum
algorithms in 2006 from the University of Karlsruhe (KIT).

quantum algorithms | (quantum) machine learning | fraud
detection

business development | quantum software | project management

quantitative ﬁnance | quantum algorithms | risk management & trading

quantum information theory | quantum algorithms | software development
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℅ TechQuartier | Platz der Einheit 2 | 60327 Frankfurt am Main
www.jos-quantum.de
contact@jos-quantum.de

“The young and creative team of JoS QUANTUM
develops quantum computing algorithms for
applications in ﬁnance, for example in the ﬁeld of
portfolio optimization and risk modelling.”

“Providing in-depth expertise, the team of JoS
QUANTUM is helping us gain crucial understanding in
how quantum technologies can tackle the increasing
complexity in the ﬁnancial services industry.”

“JoS QUANTUM develops cutting-edge quantum
computing algorithms for quantitative ﬁnance,
insurance and energy to accelerate models and enable
new ways of data analytics.”

(Risk manager, R+V Lebensversicherung AG)

(Technology Strategist, Deutsche Börse Group)

(Head of Department Financial Mathematics, Fraunhofer Institute for
Industrial Mathematics ITWM)

Dr. Mohammad Assadsolimani

Our partners and sponsors

Rory McLaren

Dr. habil. Jörg Wenzel

CREDENTIALS
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DATA SCIENCE/SIMULATION/CLOUD COMPUTING

CLOUD
COMPUTING
Project partner:

Financial regulation entity
(NOT DISCLOSED)

Project description:
With the introduction of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) the Single
Resolution Fund (SFM) was introduced as an emergency fund in case of a
banks’ default. The fund was planned to hold about 55 mio € in the future,
which accounts of about 1% covered deposits of credit institutions within
the Banking Union. With a credit risk simulation of the largest 127 european
banks it was simulated what is the Expected Loss over a large amount of
Monte Carlo generated scenarios given probabilities of default to evaluate
the size of the SFM. A risk basis model was developed and executed in high
performance cloud environment.

Duration:
6 month

Team (JoS / Client):
1 / 4 FTE
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Deliverable:
Economic study

DATA SCIENCE/MACHINE LEARNING

ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING
MODEL
Project partner:

Project description:
Within the scope of the project, a dynamic procedure based on machine
learning methods was implemented in addition to rule-based procedures for
the detection of suspicious transactions. The dynamic method was
re-evaluated for each transaction. The new ML-based cluster method
reduced the number of false-positive ﬂagged transactions by 30%. As a
result, the bank was able to save resources among analysts.

LARGE GERMAN RETAIL BANK
(NOT DISCLOSED)

Duration:
6 month

Team (JoS / Client):
1 / 2 FTE
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Deliverable:
Productive Model

QUANTUM COMPUTING

Strategic
Asset
Allocation
Project partner:

Further Information:
www.qusaa.de

Project description:
At R+V we support the strategic asset allocation and, in particular,
incorporate the capital requirements according to Solvency II (solvency
ratio) into investment decision. For this purpose, we develop algorithms for
quantum computers to achieve a better control of the complexity of the
problem and to deliver more stable results. In doing so, the optimization
problem is formulated step by step at diﬀerent levels of complexity. The
solvency ratio and the stochastic optimization is incorporated in the
optimization routine and can be solved on various hardware, e.g. quantum
annealer, computer or quantum-inspired schemes.

Duration:
3 years

Team (JoS / Client):
1 / 5 FTE
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Deliverable:
Proof of Concept,
Prototype

QUANTUM COMPUTING

Sensitivity
analysis for risk
management
Project partner:

Further Information:
risk.net
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Research paper: arxiv

Project description:
Deutsche Börse Group uses a business risk model to evaluate the ﬁnancial
impact of external events, e.g. market shocks, new regulatory constraints,
competition etc to diﬀerent business units. The challenge was how can
calculation time be reduced to ﬁnd the most sensitive inputs on the
business risk model? We developed a new quantum algorithm, which was
able to achieve a super-quadratic speed advantage and brought the infeasible
problem to calculation times which are feasible for Deutsche Börse Group to
work with. The prototype show that using quantum computing runtimes can
be reduce from decades to minutes. The team develop a prototype and
presented results to the Chief Information Oﬃcer and executive team of
several business units.
Duration:
3 months

Team (JoS / Client):
2 / 3 FTE
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Deliverable:
Prototype, Paper,
Presentation

QUANTUM COMPUTING

Fundamental
modelling of
energy markets
Project partner:

Further Information:
www.enerquant.de
ERCIM News

Project description:
Matching energy demand with energy supply from renewable and
conventional power plants is called unit commitment problem and
represents a hard combinatorial optimization problem that is highly relevant
for transmission system operators, energy suppliers, energy exchanges and
the electricity mobility industry. Together with Fraunhofer and the
University of heidelberg, we develop new quantum algorithms that can solve
the problem eﬃciently. Solving this problem eﬃciently has tremendous
impact on modelling energy grids and pricing energy products.

Duration:
3 years

Team (JoS / total):
1,5 / 6 FTE
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Deliverable:
Proof of Concept,
Prototype

QUANTUM COMPUTING

ATIQ

Implementierung von
Quantenalgorithmen aus Finanzwesen
und Chemie auf einem
Quantendemonstrator
Project partner:

Leibniz Universität Hannover; AMO GmbH; AKKA
Industry Consulting GmbH; Black Semiconductor GmbH;
eleQtron GmbH; Fiber Bridge Photonics GmbH;
Fraunhofer-Institut für Lasertechnik (ILT);
Fraunhofer-Institut für Angewandte Optik und
Feinmechanik (IOF); Inﬁneon Technologies AG; Johannes
Gutenberg-Universität Mainz; JoS QUANTUM GmbH;
LPKF Laser & Electronics Aktiengesellschaft;
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB); Parity
Quantum Computing Germany GmbH; QUARTIQ GmbH;
Qubig GmbH; Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische
Hochschule Aachen; TOPTICA Photonics AG, Gräfelﬁng;
Technische Universität Braunschweig; Universität Siegen
Assoziierte Partner:
AQT Germany GmbH; Boehringer Ingelheim; Covestro AG,
Leverkusen; DLR-SI; Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft;
QUDORA Technologies GmbH

Further Information:
Quantentechnologien

Project description:
Trapped-ion quantum processors have the advantage of "all-to-all
connectivity" and have gate operations and coherence times of the highest
quality. In the ATIQ project, reliable trapped-ion quantum computing
demonstrators are being developed for complementary use cases, including
quantum chemistry, optimization problems with fully parallelizable gates,
and credit risk analysis, with the goal of demonstrating a quantum
advantage that has practical utility.

Duration:
5 years

Funding:
44,5 Mio. Euro
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Deliverable:
Demonstrator,
Prototyp

